
Our growing company is hiring for a contract. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for contract

Ensure compliance with all statutory and company procedures across all the
functions, H & S, QA and Environmental
Manage internal team inbox for pricing and contract requests, triaging
requests to the appropriate team members
Own the creation of contracts, provide price quotes and complete the
process for booking business, partnering closing with aligned Account
Directors
Serve as CRM “super user”– complete ad hoc data queries at Account
Directors’ request
Collect and compile background research, client and prospect intelligence,
and membership engagement information from internal databases as
requested
Responsible for developing and implementing Contracting and Service
Procurement strategies for Capital Projects, to maximize the value of the
client’s investments while minimizing risk and liability exposure
Responsible for contract / procurement plan development, identification of
new potential contractors, participate in qualification of new bidders, prepare
RFQs for contracts, conduct pre-bid meetings, bid evaluations, contract term
negotiations in coordination with the client’s Legal Department, award of
contracts and claims management
The primary task and responsibility of the position is to support the Capital
Procurement Manager by providing the full range of services needed to
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Liaise with engineers and Community Planner to develop and update the
Base General Plan and similar documents
Evaluate facilities for conformance with AF requirements standards, good
planning practices, or other factors to determine suitability for occupancy

Qualifications for contract

Self Starter who is able to identify and solve problems
Passion for interactive entertainment a big plus
Bachelor degree in any relevant discipline ( law/business
administration/finance/engineering)
7+ years of experience in a similar position (Contract Management/Project
Management in Pre/Post Award or both
2+ years of legal assistant or paralegal experience required
Must be able to complete a high volume of tasks and projects quickly with
little guidance


